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Abstract:  

Writer identification can be used to find fakes and help with forensic science. Handwritten text is the only way to 

identify the author offline. Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become the best way to classify 

images on a large scale. The recurrent neural network (RNN) models the spatial relationship between the fragment 

sequences in order to improve the local fragment feature's capacity for discrimination. To get the best of both 

models, combine CNN and RNN to create a Convolution Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN). Therefore, the CRNN 

model for offline writer identification is suggested in this paper. The proposed method achieved 96% accuracy in 

classifying 690 writers using CRNN. The suggested method can make efficient and strong writer identification based 

on different sizes, different orientations, or both. The efficiency of the proposed system has been demonstrated. 

Finally, an accuracy comparison of CRNN with CNN and RNN has been conducted. 
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1. Introduction 

Handwriting is a natural ability that children 

acquire and which cannot be duplicated. Therefore, 

no two people's handwriting is identical, and even an 

individual cannot reproduce their own handwriting 

perfectly [1]. Last is "variation," which is when a 

person's writing varies in a natural manner. It is an 

extremely reliable method for determining a person's 

identity, and forensic document professionals use it 

often to verify that someone is who they claim to be. 

Currently, researchers are focusing heavily on the 

automated analysis of handwritten papers, particularly 

in the area of analyzing historical documents. This is 

because it takes a considerable amount of time for a 

forensic specialist to manually examine a document 

and compare it to all the other papers in a database in 

order to detect a forgery. So, making an automated 

way to find the author could be very helpful. It would 

make it easy to find the text written by a suspected 

author in a large collection of documents, which 

would make the work of forensic experts easier. 

Handwriting is a behavioural biometric 

identification, unlike fingerprints or iris scans, which 

are physical. It is altered by factors such as going to 

school and ageing. Formally, writer identification is 

the search for a single author within a huge data 

corpus. It is mostly used in sectors like security and 

forensics. In recent years, though, it has become more 

interesting to try to figure out who wrote a piece of 

paper. [2], [3]. 

The writer identification is divided into two 

categories: a) online author identification, which 

includes information about when the text was written; 

and b) offline author identification, which uses simply 

the handwritten text, i.e., a scanned picture of 

handwritten data is used to identify who authored it 

[9]. 

Author identification is used to select the person 

whose handwriting most closely resembles the 

genuine author from a pool of registered candidates. 

Therefore, humanities professionals may determine 

who authored a certain paper by using techniques for 

determining who produced handwritten text. 

Graphology suggests that a person's handwriting is a 

wonderful way to learn about them since it reveals 

their personality and feelings. Because the brain 

teaches the nervous system, hand, arm, and fingers 

how to move the writing tool, handwriting is also 

referred to as "brain writing." Therefore, the way your 

brain functions reveals the kind of person you are [4]. 

Depending on the topic of the writing, there are two 

types of offline writer identification: those that do not 

depend on the writing and those that do. For 

identifying the author of a text without referring to its 

content, there are characteristics for work-

independent author identification [15]. Contrarily, 

text-dependent techniques require an input image with 

fixed text and contrast it with previously saved 
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templates. It also goes by the names "script-based 

identification" or "content-based identification. Text-

dependent strategies operate at the letter or word 

level, whereas text-independent strategies operate at 

the line or paragraph level. The first step in the 

framework for author identification is to decide if the 

method will be done online, offline, based on the text, 

or not based on the text. Text-independent offline 

author identification involves data collection, 

preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification 

[10] or identification. 

CNN and RNN may be integrated into a single 

network known as a Convolution Recurrent Neural 

Network (CRNN) to get the advantages of both. In 

this network (CRNN), there are several layers of 

convolutions followed by multiple recurrent layers. 

The majority of recent research has centred on 

creating convolutional neural networks (CNN) and 

assessing them against a simple classification task for 

datasets without sequential information, such as the 

identification of specific handwritten digits or 

characters [6][16]. This method stands out because it 

tackles more difficult issues like sequence learning 

and recognizing handwritten words or sentences. 

Recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural 

networks (RNN) must be linked together using 

flexible and evolving deep learning algorithms in 

order to overcome this problem (RNN). The 

sequential text is fed into the language-optimization-

based, bespoke deep learning algorithm (CRNN) 

which has been developed. In the above study, RNN 

unit evolution was used on its own instead of 

convolutional neural networks. 

 

2. Literature review 

An attention-paying global regular network (GRN) 

was proposed by Schomaker et al. in 2021. The GRN 

network has two branches: a branch extracts features 

from the world from page handwriting, and the 

second branch extracts local features from word 

handwriting. To create the overall features of 

handwriting, global and local aspects combine in a 

global residual approach. A branch is added to the 

proposed GRN to extract page-specific features, and a 

residual attention network is used to extract local 

features. Experiments show that both tactics are 

effective. On the CVL dataset, the model outperforms 

state-of-the-art structures with an impressive top1 

accuracy of 99.98% and a top5 accuracy of 100% 

while requiring less training time and network 

parameters. The experiment demonstrates the 

network's strong capabilities in the area of writer 

identification [14]. 

He and Schomaker (2020) offered brand-new 

benchmark research for author recognition using 

single-word words or text block visuals. Using a deep 

neural network known as FragNet, the main 

properties of these word images are recovered. The 

feature maps on the feature pyramid, which are used 

to generate feature maps from images, and the 

fragments recovered from the input image, are used to 

train the fragment route to predict the identity of the 

writer. When tested on four benchmark datasets [7], 

the results show that the authors' proposed technique 

may be able to create effective and reliable deep 

representations for author identification based on both 

word and page imagery. 

Rehman et al. (2018) provided a thorough analysis 

of writer identification techniques and planned to 

offer dataset taxonomy, feature extraction techniques, 

and classification for author identification based on 

conventional and deep learning. The script divided the 

conversation into English, Arabic, Western, and other 

languages for the reader's convenience. From the 

perspective of the algorithm and methods, they 

divided the discussion according to the order in which 

the implementation processes should be carried out. 

In the end, they talked about the problems and 

unanswered research questions in the field of 

identifying writers [8]. 

Hafemann et al. (2017) proposed utilizing 

convolutional neural networks to discover writer-

independent signature representations from image 

signatures. To capture visual signals that distinguish 

real signatures from forgeries regardless of user, they 

propose a novel formulation of the problem that 

incorporates knowledge about competent forgeries 

from a subset of users into the process of feature 

learning. Four datasets, including the GPDS, MCYT, 

CEDAR, and Brazilian PUC-PR datasets, were 

thoroughly analyzed. Using cutting-edge approaches, 

they significantly improved performance on the 

GPDS-160, achieving an equal error rate of 1.72 

percent as opposed to 6.97 percent in the literature. 

They also showed that the characteristics work 

outside of the GPDS dataset, with results that are 

better than the best in the other datasets without 

having to change the way the characteristics are 

shown for each dataset [9].  

In 2016, Xing and Qiao showed Deep Writer, a 

deep multi-stream CNN that finds a powerful deep 

representation for finding writers. Deep Writer, which 

is trained via soft maximum classification loss and 

receives local handwritten patches, For the writer 

identification assignment, they build and optimise a 

multi-stream structure; for Deep Writer's 

performance, they introduce data augmentation 

learning; and for handling text pictures of varying 

lengths, they introduce patch scanning. They also 

learn that combining training can enhance 

performance and that writers in other languages, 

including English and Chinese, may have some 
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characteristics. Experiments on the IAM and HWDB 

datasets show that the models have a high 

identification accuracy rate of 99.01 percent on 301 

authors, 97.03 percent on 657 writers, and 93.85 

percent on 300 writers with one Chinese character 

input. These outcomes perform notably better than 

those of earlier methods. Furthermore, their systems 

achieve 98.01 percent accuracy on 301 writers with 

only four English alphabets as input [5]. 

This paper presents a deep learning technique for 

offline writer identification combining CNN and 

RNN, i.e., CRNN. The paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 contains a review of literature, Section 3 

discusses about proposed method for writer 

identification, Section 4 discusses about Results and 

Discussion. Section 5 discusses concluding remarks. 

 

3. Proposed  Method 

 
The proposed research work is given below: 

 

3.1 Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network 

(CRNN) 

The convolutional recurrent neural network model 

outperforms the traditional CNN for recognizing 

sense text when end-to-end training employs 

sequence labelling of picture words as opposed to 

annotation for each character image [7], [11], [12]. 

Importantly, the CRNN can automatically extract 

valuable characteristics without relying on manually 

generated features. 

There is no need for a segmentation step because 

the recurrent layer of the CRNN model offers 

significant flexibility for handwritten image sequence 

data, which is one type of sequence data. CRNN 

models are based on a convolutional neural network 

with many layers. Each convolutional layer may 

contain hyper parameters like the activation function, 

batch normalisation, pooling operation, number of 

kernels, kernel size, and skip connections. 

Convolutional neural networks are widely employed 

to extract features in CRNNs. The pixel-intensity data 

is sent into the CNN's first convolutional layer, which 

then transmits them to the succeeding layers. A CNN 

sends a collection of feature sequences to a recurrent 

neural network (RNN). In the final step of the 

transcription layer,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Connection list temporal classification converts the 

result prediction into a label sequence (CTC). Fig.1 

demonstrates the CRNN framework. 
 

The differences between long short-term memory 

(LSTM) and bidirectional long short-term memory 

RNNs 

(BLSTM) are investigated in this paper. The core of 

the LSTM network structure is a gate mechanism with 

long-term dependability for solving problems [19]. 

There is an input gate, a forget gate, and an output 

gate in the gate mechanism. Fig.2 depicts the 

procedure for the LSTM gate mechanism. 

 
Figure. 2 The standard LSTM cell 

3.2. CRNN Configuration 

 

The three primary elements in this study that are 

suggested to establish the ultimate design of the 

CRNN are general hyper parameters, convolution 

hyper parameters, and long short-term memory 

network hyper parameters [13],[17],[18]. The hyper 

parameters for the entire CRNN model and 

configuration network are provided by general hyper 

parameters. Consideration is given to the batch size, 

optimizer, learning rate, number of LSTM layers, and 

number of convolutional layers. The following gives a 

description of these hyper parameters: 

Figure.1 CRNN Frame work 
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 Batch size: There are B training samples 

collected in a single batch (16, 32, 64, and 128). 

 Optimizer: Based on the training data, the 

CRNN network weights are iteratively updated using 

the adaptive learning rate optimization technique.  

 Learning rate: The learning rate is the rate at 

which the weights vary while you train. One decision 

variable in the solution, LR, represents the learning 

rate. It can take one of seven values: (1 105, 5 105, 1 

104, 5 103, 5 102, 1 102, 5 102). 

 Number of convolution layers: How many 

convolutional layers should be added to the CRNN 

will depend on this decision variable. The first three 

layers are required in all created people since 

handwriting recognition is thought to be a 

complicated classification problem, ensuring the 

automatic detection of the key traits. The complexity 

of the model and the number of weights may both rise 

as the number of convolution layers increases. As a 

result, the number of convolutional layers is restricted 

in CRNN to 10, and the DC-search CRNN space 

allows us to select that number as the maximum. 

 Number of LSTM layers: How many LSTM 

layers should be added to the CRNN will depend on 

this decision variable. 

For the rest of the hyper parameters, which can be 

different for each convolution layer in the network, 

here are some more factors to consider: 

 

 The number of kernels in each convolution 

layer is known as the convolution kernels (ck). 

(4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 265, 512). 

 Convolution kernel size (cs) is the size of the 

kernel utilised in each convolution layer (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7, 8, and 9). 

 Convolution batch normalisation (cb) is a 

method for applying batch normalisation, which is 

widely used to boost a neural network's efficiency and 

speed. It is used between nonlinearity layers like max 

pooling and ReLU and the convolution layer. The 

decision variable for batch normalisation in this 

solution has a range of 0 to 1 (0 or 1). 

 Convolutional neural networks adopt 

convolutional activation function (ca), the most 

common and default activation method in deep 

learning networks. A more suitable function has to be 

chosen for this network, such as "relu," "linear," 

"elu," "selu," or "tanh." 

 A pooling layer called convolution pooling 

size (cp), which requires fewer parameters and less 

computation from the network, reduces the size of the 

representation of the input handwriting image. 

Despite the fact that pooling layers are required to 

ensure an acceptable computation time during the 

optimization procedure that determines the optimal 

network architecture, employing an excessive number 

of them frequently results in the elimination of vital 

characteristics or a reduction in the size of the 

representation (1, 1). The likelihood is set using 

pooling at the end of each convolution layer to 50%, 

the pool size to 2, and the stride to 2, 2, and 1 in the 

decision variables. A skip connection is a connection 

that is used to increase training convergence and 

performance (cr). 

When setting the hyper parameters for each 

LSTM layer, the size of the hidden layer (Rh) and the 

kind of LSTM layer, which could be a bidirectional 

layer, are also taken into consideration (Rb). The 

character error rate (CER), which must be minimized, 

is utilized to rank a section of the dataset's data 

utilizing all of these hyper parameters in a CRNN 

structure [20]. To optimize the solution, the settings in 

Table 1 and the suggested HSSA are used. 
 

Table 1. Solution representation for CRNN 

configurations 

Decision 

Variable 

Sectors 

Bits Used for 

Sector-Wide 

Decision 

Variables 

Hyper 

parameters 

No. of Bits 

for Each 

Hyper 

Parameter 

 

 

 

 

General 

paramete

rs 

 

 

 

 

 

10bits 

Bs (batch 

size) 
2 

Op (optimizer 1 

Lr (learning 

rate) 
3 

Nc (number of 

convolution 

layers) 

2 

Nr (Number 

of LSTM 

layers) 

2 

 

 

 

 

Convolut

ion layer 

paramete

r 

 

 

 

 

11bits x7 

layers=77 bits 

Ck (number of 

Kernels 
3 

Cs(Kernel 

size) 
3 

Cb(batch 

normalization) 
1 

Ca (activation 

function) 
1 

Cp (polling 

size) 
2 

Cr (skip 

connection or 

not) 

1 

Recurrent 

network 

paramete

rs x4 

3 bits x 4 

layers =12 bits 

Rh (size of 

hidden layer) 
2 

Rb 

(bidirectional) 
1 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
The experimental results of offline writer 

identification using convolutional recurrent neural 

network models are shown below. Table 2 shows the 

different parameters and variables that were used to 

identify the writer using CRNN for this experiment. 
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Table 2. Various parameters/variables used for writer 

identification 

Parameters /Variables Values 

Data Set IAM Data Set 

Number of writers/Classes 680 

Number of documents per writers  25 

Each documents is divided into 

Number of image documents per 

writers 

8 sub image 

25 x8=200 

image/writers 

Total Data Set 680 x200 =136000 

Samples 

% of Training and Testing from 

total Data set 

70% -Training 

,30%-Testing 

Number of Samples in Training 

Data set 

680 x140x5x4 

=1904000 Samples 

Number of Samples in Testing 

Data set 

680 x60x5x4 

=816000 samples 

Different Orientation 0  ֯  , 10  ֯  , 20  ֯ , 30  ֯  

,40  ֯   

Scale Zoom in=.5,.75 

Zoom out=1.5,2 

Max No. of epoch 70 

Num of layers 16 layers(including 

2 LSTM Layers) 

Convolution filters size 3x3 

Pooling Max polling 

Pooling filters size 2x2 

Classifier Soft max 

 

4.1 Writer identification using CNN: 
 

Table 3 depicts experiments conducted on the IAM 

dataset with 680 writers, where each writer writes 25 

documents, and each document is divided into 8 sub-

images. The maximum number of image documents 

per writer is 200 image documents per writer. Each 

document is rotated in five different orientations and 

four scale factors. 70% of the 200 image documents 

per writer are used for training and 30% of the 200 

image documents per writer are used for testing. 

 The average accuracy and standard deviation are 

computed scale-wise, orientation-wise, and overall 

combination-wise. From this, the result is analyzed 

for three inferences, i.e., the system is sensitive to 

scale, sensitive to orientation, and sensitive to both 

scale and orientation. According to Table 3, the 

proposed method is robust and invariant to scale, 

orientation, and both because the standard deviation is 

small. For every training session, as epoch increases, 

accuracy will go on increasing. Fig. 3 depicts the 

accuracy graph of CRNN-based writer identification. 

At a value of 70 in Epoch, CRNN is 96% accurate at 

figuring out who the writer is. A comparison of CNN, 

RNN, and CRNN for offline writer identification is 

shown below in Table 4 and Fig. 4. 
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Table 3. The average accuracy of all writers with 

different orientations and scales 

Orientati

on 

 

 

Scale 

 

0  ֯  

 

1

0  ֯  

 

 

2

0  ֯  

 

3

0  ֯  

 

4

0  ֯  

 

%Avg

.  

Acc  

St

d 

De

v 

Zoom in  

0.5 

96 95.

8 

95.

9 

96 95.

9 

95.92 0.0

4 

Zoom in  

.75 

95.

9 

95.

6 

95.

9 

95.

9 

95.

7 

95.8 0.1 

Zoom out 

1.5 

95.

7 

95.

7 

95.

6 

95.

8 

95.

8 

95.72 0.0

8 

Zoom out 

2 

95.

8 

95.

6 

95.

8 

95.

7 

95.

9 

95.76 0.1

1 

Average  95.

8 

95.

7 

95.

8 

95.

9 

95.

8 

- - 

Std Dev 0.1

2 

0.0

1 

0.1

2 

0.1

3 

95.

8 

- - 

 

 

Figure. 3Accuracy Graph of CNN based Writer 

Identification 

Table 4. Accuracy comparison of CNN, RNN and 

CRNN models for offline writer identification 

Sl. No Methods Accuracy in 

percentage 

1 Convolution Neural 

Networks 

90% 

2 Recurrent Neural 

Network 

93% 

3 Convolutional 

Recurrent Neural 

Network 

96% 

 
 

 
Figure. 4 Accuracy comparisons of CNN, RNN and 

CRNN models for Offline writer identification 

5. Conclusion 

This work presents a CRNN-based technique 

for offline author identification. The experiments 

were conducted on the IAM data set with 680 writers. 

The evaluation result demonstrates that CRNN 

achieves excellent accuracy and efficacy, which may 

be attributed to CRNN's capabilities. Consequently, 

this neural network is effective. Based on the size, 

orientation, and both handwritten documents, the 

suggested method is a quick and reliable way to 

figure out who wrote something. The CRNN presents 

a new classification model for offline writer 

identification that is efficient and of good quality. 

From the CRNN, 96% of accuracy is achieved for 

writer identification. In the future, this experiment 

could be conducted using different languages and 

multiple scripts. Finally, the comparison of CRNN 

with CNN and RNN is given, with the conclusion that 

CRNN performs better and achieves good accuracy. 

The future work for the present research work can be 

carried out for different languages with multiple 

scripts. 
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